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From JCS.

You have been designated by the President of the
United States as commander of military forces assisting the
Republic of Korea which are placed under the unified command
of the United States by members of the United Nations in
response to the resolution of 7 July of the Security Council
of the United Nations. You are authorized to use at your
discretion the United Nations flag concurrently with the
flags of the other nations participating in operations against
North Korean forces. The United Nations flag will be used
only in operations against North Korean forces and will there-
fore not be used in connection with your mission with respect
to Formosa.

The terms of this directive authorizing the use of
the United Nations flag at your discretion have been approved
by the President of the United States and supersede the
implications in his press release, Washington, 8 July, (Info
note: Text of Security Council resolution of 7 July will be
transmitted to you).
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